Abstract. We introduce a technique for proving all-genus wall-crossing formulas in the gauged linear sigma model as the stability parameter varies, without assuming factorization properties of the virtual class. We implement this technique explicitly for the hybrid model, which generalizes our previous work [17] to the Landau-Ginzburg phase.
Introduction
The gauged linear sigma model (GLSM) was introduced in the physics literature by Witten [34] in the early 1990's as an example of a two-dimensional quantum field theory whose target is a complete intersection in a GIT quotient. Since then, it has been extensively studied in physics (see [28, 29] for references) and has become a powerful tool in understanding many aspects of both physics and geometry.
The mathematical development of the GLSM as a curve-counting theory was carried out by Fan, Jarvis, and the third author in [21] , where the foundations were laid for the theory in the "compact-type" subspace. The resulting theory is divided into chambers (or "phases") by variation of GIT on the target geometry. In the geometric phase, the GLSM recovers the quasimap theory developed by Ciocan-Fontanine, Kim, and Maulik [15] , while in the Landau-Ginzburg phase, it recovers Fan-Jarvis-Ruan-Witten (FJRW) theory [20] when the target is a hypersurface in weighted projective space.
Our interest in the GLSM is motivated by the celebrated Landau-Ginzburg/Calabi-Yau (LG/CY) correspondence. Originally framed mathematically as a connection between the Gromov-Witten theory of a hypersurface and the FJRW theory of its defining polynomial, the correspondence can be re-cast in this new language as a wall-crossing (or "phase transition") between different chambers of the GLSM. Two types of walls are relevant here: between phases there are chamber walls, and within each phase, there are walls as one varies the choice of a stability parameter ǫ. So far, very little is understood about the transition across the chamber walls, though a general conjecture posits that it should involve analytic continuation of generating functions. The ǫ-wall-crossing, on the other hand, has been made remarkably explicit by Ciocan-Fontanine and Kim, as we explain below; this is the subject of the current work. Our ultimate goal is to combine the two types of wall-crossings to yield a proof of the LG/CY correspondence in all genus. In genus zero, this program has been carried out when the target is a hypersurface (through the combined work of CiocanFontanine-Kim [11] , Ross and the third author [33] , and Chiodo and the third author [7] ), and in genus one, it has been carried out for the quintic hypersurface without marked points (through the work of Kim-Lho [31] and Guo-Ross [26, 27] ).
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Statement of results.
When Y is a complete intersection in projective space, the definition of quasimaps introduced by Ciocan-Fontanine, Kim, and Maulik generalizes the notion of stable maps to Y via the additional datum of a positive rational number ǫ. When ǫ → ∞, quasimaps coincide with the usual stable maps, so quasimap theory recovers Gromov-Witten theory. When ǫ → 0, on the other hand, quasimaps become stable quotients [32] , and the resulting theory is thought to correspond to the mirror B-model of Y [8, 11, 12] .
Quasimap theory changes only at certain discrete values of ǫ, so there is a wall-andchamber structure on the space of stability parameters. Ciocan-Fontanine and Kim proved a wall-crossing formula in [11] exhibiting how the genus-zero theory varies with ǫ, and in [14, 13] , they formulated the following conjecture in all genus: Conjecture 1.1 (See [13] ). Let Y be a complete intersection in projective space, and fix g, n ≥ 0. Then
where µ ǫ β (z) are certain coefficients of the I-function of Y , b β is a morphism that converts marked points to basepoints, and c is the natural contraction morphism from ∞-stable to ǫ-stable quasimaps.
Ciocan-Fontanine and Kim proved this conjecture in [13] , using virtual push-forward techniques and MacPherson's graph construction. A different proof was given in [17] under the assumption that n ≥ 1, using localization on a "twisted graph space", which has the advantage that it can be adapted to the more general context of the GLSM.
To explain this generalized setting, we recall that the GLSM depends on the choice of (1) a GIT quotient
in which V is a complex vector space, G ⊂ GL(V ), and θ is a character of G; (2) a polynomial function W : X θ → C known as the "superpotential"; and (3) an action of C * on V known as the "R-charge". Associated to any such choice of input data and any stability parameter ǫ, there is a state space H and a moduli space Z ǫ g,n,β parameterizing ǫ-stable Landau-Ginzburg quasimaps to the critical locus of W (see Section 2 below). Under the technical requirement that the theory admits a "good lift", Z ǫ g,n,β is compact and admits a virtual fundamental class, which can be paired with elements of the compact-type subspace H ct ⊂ H to yield invariants.
If Y is a nonsingular complete intersection in weighted projective space P(w 1 , . . . , w M ) defined by the vanishing of polynomials Choosing θ ∈ Hom(G, C * ) ∼ = Z to be any positive character, the resulting GIT quotient is
O P(w 1 ,...,w M ) (−d j ).
Denote the coordinates of X + by (x 1 , . . . , x M , p 1 , . . . , p N ), and define a superpotential by Finally, define an R-charge by letting C * act with weight 1 on the p-coordinates. Then the critical locus of W is simply the complete intersection Y , and the moduli space of the GLSM reduces to the moduli space M ǫ g,n (Y, β) of (ordinary) quasimaps to Y . The state space H is isomorphic to the cohomology of Y , and the compact-type subspace consists of classes pulled back from the ambient P(w 1 , . . . , w M ). The theory in this case, then, reduces to the quasimap theory of Y with ambient insertions.
On the other hand, when the character θ is negative, the resulting GIT quotient is
Leaving all other input data to the GLSM as above, one obtains a moduli space Z ǫ g,n,β parameterizing marked curves equipped with a line bundle L and a section
satisfying certain stability conditions depending on the parameter ǫ. In particular, when N = 1, one has a section p ∈ Γ(L ⊗−d ⊗ ω log ), and for ǫ ≫ 0, the stability condition enforces that p is nowhere vanishing; thus, p trivializes L ⊗−d ⊗ ω log , and the resulting moduli space of d-spin structures is precisely the moduli space of FJRW theory.
The assumption that the theory admits a good lift, explained in detail in [21] , amounts in this setting to the requirement that d 1 = · · · = d N , in which case the theory is known in the physics literature as a "hybrid model" and was developed mathematically in the narrow sectors (a subset of the state space properly contained in H ct ) by the first author [16] . Conjecture 1.1 can be directly generalized to this setting, and our main theorem is a verification that the conjecture holds: Theorem 1.2 (See Theorem 3.1). Let Y ⊂ P(w 1 , . . . , w M ) be a nonsingular complete intersection defined by the vanishing of a collection of polynomials of degree d, where w i |d for each i, and let Z ǫ g,n,β be the moduli space of the associated hybrid model. Fix g ≥ 0, n ≥ 1, and a tuple of insertions α 1 , . . . , α n ∈ H ct . Then Remark 1.3. Although we present the technique in the Landau-Ginzburg phase (that is, when θ is negative), it in fact works equally well in the geometric phase (when θ is positive). Moreover, in that case, the existence of a good lift does not require that
Thus, the proof of Theorem 1.2 reproduces the results of [17] for ambient insertions.
The basic idea of the proof is the same as the authors' technique in the geometric phase, as presented in [17] . Namely, we construct a larger moduli space with a C * -action in which the theories at ǫ = ∞ and arbitrary ǫ arise as fixed loci. (This larger moduli space is closely related to the space of mixed-spin p-fields considered by Chang-Li-Li-Liu [5, 6] .) A direct application of the proof in [17] , however, would require a factorization property of the virtual class along strata corresponding to nodal curves, and the verification of such a property is an unsolved issue dating back to the early days of FJRW-theory; the problem is that, while the theory is only defined for compact-type insertions, decomposition at nodes may involve insertions that are not of compact type. In ongoing research, Ciocan-Fontanine-FaveroGuéré-Kim-Shoemaker [9] are working toward a resolution of this problem via the theory of matrix factorizations.
Rather than awaiting the completion of the general theory in the non-compact-type case, though (since the compact-type theory is sufficient for the applications in which we are interested), we present in this work a technique that avoids the necessity of factorization along nodes. The idea is to introduce a new moduli space for each boundary stratum in Z ǫ g,n,β and to carefully choose the discrete data in the twisted graph space so that only very particular degenerations occur in the contributing fixed loci. We hope that this strategy may be useful in other situations where the factorization of the GLSM virtual class has been an obstacle.
These results were first announced at the workshop "Crossing the Walls in Enumerative Geometry" at Columbia University in January 2017. During preparation of the article, we learned of an alternative proof, by Yang Zhou [35] , in the case where Y is a hypersurface.
1.2.
Plan of the paper. In Section 2, we review the necessary theory of the GLSM in the setting of interest here. We state our main theorem in precise form in Section 3, and we state the progressive refinements of the theorem that are necessary for the proof. We introduce the twisted graph space in Section 4, where we explicitly calculate the fixed-locus contributions to the localization formula. We also review the setting where the target is a point, in which case the twisted graph space specializes to M g,n (P 1 , δ) and was studied in detail in [17] . Finally, in Section 5, we present the proof of Theorem 1.2. The structure of the proof is to compute, via localization, the pushforward from the twisted graph space to Z ǫ g,n,β of a certain difference of cohomology classes. The contributions from degree-zero components are closely related to the calculations for a point, and using these calculations, we show that the class in question changes by an irrational function of the equivariant parameter when an insertion is varied. This implies that the class vanishes, and from here, we deduce the wall-crossing theorem.
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Definitions and setup
We review the definition of the gauged linear sigma model (GLSM) for the LandauGinzburg phase in the setting of the hybrid model. This is a very special case of the general construction of the GLSM by Fan, Jarvis, and the third author. When ǫ is sufficiently large, it recovers the hybrid model defined in [16] .
Throughout what follows, we fix a nonsingular complete intersection
where F 1 , . . . , F N are polynomials of the same degree d and w i |d for each i.
The GLSM, in general, depends on three pieces of input data: a GIT quotient X = [V / / θ G], a polynomial function W : X → C known as the superpotential, and an action of C * on V known as the R-charge. In our case,
where
In particular, if we denote the coordinates on V by (x 1 , . . . , x M , p 1 , . . . , p N ), then the unstable locus of θ is {p 1 = · · · = p N = 0}, so we have
The superpotential is
and the R-charge acts by multiplication on the p-coordinates. Using that Y is nonsingular, one can check that the critical locus of W in X is the zero section
2.1. State space. The state space of the GLSM is defined as the relative Chen-Ruan cohomology group
in which W +∞ is a Milnor fiber of W -that is, W +∞ = W −1 (A) for a sufficiently large real number A. Thus, the state space decomposes into summands indexed by the components of the inertia stack IX, which are labeled by elements g ∈ G with nontrivial fixed locus Fix(g) ⊂ X.
More concretely, the only (g
∈ G with nontrivial fixed locus are those for which g d = 1. An element ( x, p) ∈ Fix(g) must have x i = 0 whenever g w i = 1, but there is no constraint on the x i for which g w i = 1. Thus, denoting P( d) := P(d, . . . , d) and
we set
An element g ∈ Z d (or its corresponding component of H) is referred to as narrow if Fix(g) is compact, which amounts to requiring that F (g) = ∅. In other words, if we set
then the narrow sectors are indexed by g = e 2πim with m ∈ nar. Narrow sectors have W | Fix(g) ≡ 0, so their contribution to H is simply
, there is a natural map
).
To define η g , we set Z g to be the critical locus of W g inside X g , which in this setting, is simply the zero section. The map η g is defined as the composition
where the map marked ∼ is the Thom isomorphism and the remaining maps are induced by the inclusions. Together, the η g define a homomorphism (5) η : H * CR (X) → H, and we define the compact-type state space as
Note that η g is an isomorphism when g is narrow, so the compact-type state space contains all of the narrow sectors. Instead of working with H ct , in what follows we take insertions from H := H * CR (X), which surjectively maps to H ct via η. If one wishes to take insertions from H ct instead, then one must first lift them to H * CR (X); we prove in Lemma 2.8, however, that the resulting correlators are independent of the choice of lift.
Remark 2.1. It is straightforward but illuminating to calculate the compact-type state space in the geometric chamber, where the GIT quotient is
and for any g such that g w i = 1 for some i, there is a twisted sector
in which P g ⊂ P( w) is the sub-projective space spanned by the coordinates x i for which g w i = 1. In this case, if Y g = P g ∩ Y , then the first map in (4) can be identified with the restriction H * (P g ) → H * (Y g ), while the other two maps in (4) are isomorphisms. Thus, the compact-type state space yields the ambient classes in each sector of H * CR (Y ) on the geometric side, and inserting classes from H simply means lifting an ambient class ι * α (in which ι : Y g → P g is the inclusion) to an insertion of α.
2.2.
Moduli space. The definition of the GLSM moduli space, which depends on the choice of a stability parameter ǫ, is based on the notion of quasimaps introduced by CiocanFontanine, Kim, and Maulik [15] and studied extensively by Ciocan-Fontanine and Kim [10, 11, 12, 13, 14] .
Fix a genus g, a degree β ∈ Z, a nonnegative integer n, and a positive rational number ǫ.
Definition 2.
2. An ǫ-stable Landau-Ginzburg quasimap to Z consists of an n-pointed prestable orbifold curve (C; q 1 , . . . , q n ) of genus g with nontrivial isotropy only at special points, an orbifold line bundle L on C, and a section
satisfying the following conditions:
• Representability: For every q ∈ C with isotropy group G q , the homomorphism G q → C * giving the action of the isotropy group on the bundle L is injective.
• Nondegeneracy: The zero set of p (that is, the set of points q ∈ C such that p 1 (q) = · · · = p N (q) = 0) is finite and disjoint from the marked points and nodes of C, and for each zero q of p, the order of the zero (that is, the common order of vanishing of
(Zeroes of p are referred to as basepoints of the quasimap.)
is ample. The degree of a quasimap is defined as
Notice that when N = 1 and ǫ > 2, condition (6) implies that the section p 1 is nowherevanishing, so it gives a trivialization L ⊗−d ⊗ ω log ∼ = O C . In this case, the degree must be zero, and condition (7) amounts to the requirement that (C; q 1 , . . . , q n ) be a stable orbifold curve. The definition of an ǫ-stable quasimap, then, recovers the notion of a d-spin curve. To emphasize their role in the more general theory, we refer to d-spin curves as ∞-stable Landau-Ginzburg quasimaps.
On the other hand, when ǫ ≤
The properness of the moduli space of the GLSM in general is a subtle question that requires the existence of a "good lift" of the character θ. However, in the hybrid model, the trivial lift is good (see [21, Example 7.2.2] ), so we have the following result: Theorem 2.4 (Fan-Jarvis-Ruan [21] ). There is a proper, separated Deligne-Mumford stack Z ǫ g,n,β parameterizing genus-g, n-pointed, ǫ-stable Landau-Ginzburg quasimaps of degree β to Z up to isomorphism.
2.3.
Multiplicities and evaluation maps. Recall that the multiplicity of an orbifold line bundle L at a point q ∈ C with isotropy group Z r is defined as the number m ∈ Q/Z such that the canonical generator of Z r acts on the total space of L in local coordinates around
In our case, we can take the multiplicities to lie in the set {0, }, we denote by
the open and closed substack consisting of quasimaps for which the multiplicity of L at q i is m i . We occasionally wish to leave some multiplicities undetermined, so we denote by
the substack on which the multiplicity of L at q i is m i for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, while the last k marked points are allowed any multiplicity. A crucial feature of the multiplicities is that they determine the relationship between L and its pushforward |L| to the coarse underlying curve. Specifically, suppose that C ′ ⊂ C is an irreducible component of C with special points {q k } at which the multiplicities of L are {m k }. Then, if ρ : C ′ → |C ′ | is the natural map to the coarse underlying curve, we have
Applying this equation in the case where C is smooth yields a compatibility condition on the multiplicities, since the degree of ρ * |L| is an integer. Namely, we have:
Note that equation (9) , so this is the only case in which there is a forgetful map on Z ǫ g, m,β forgetting q i and its orbifold structure. Thus, the role of the unit in the ǫ ≫ 0 hybrid theory-in particular, in the string and dilaton equation-is played by the fundamental class in the narrow sector H * (P N −1 ) ⊂ H ct indexed by e Remark 2.5. The same string and dilaton equations do not hold in the theory of ǫ-stable Landau-Ginzburg quasimaps for more general ǫ. One can deduce the appropriate modification from Theorem 3.1; see the discussion in [14, Section 3.4] .
For each i = 1, . . . , n, there is an evaluation map
Here, IZ is the rigidified inertia stack of Z, which in this case is simply the coarse underlying space of IZ-that is,
To define the evaluation map, let π : C → Z ǫ g,n,β be the universal curve, and let ρ ∈ Γ((L ⊗−d ⊗ ω π,log ) ⊕N ) be the universal section. If ∆ i ⊂ C denotes the divisor corresponding to the ith marked point, then
, using the fact that ω π,log | ∆ i is trivial. Thus, evaluating ρ ∆ i at the fiber over a point (C; q 1 , . . . , q n ; L; p) in the moduli space yields an element of P N −1 , and by definition, ev i sends Z ǫ g, m,β to the copy of [31] , following the application of the technique by Chang-Li [3] to the Gromov-Witten theory of the quintic threefold and Chang-Li-Li [4] to spin theory. We outline the basic idea, referring the reader to [21] for details.
The key point is that Z ǫ g,n,β sits inside of the noncompact moduli space X ǫ g,n,β of LandauGinzburg quasimaps to X, which parameterizes tuples (C; q 1 , . . . , q n ; L; ( x, p)) with
satisfying the same conditions as in Definition 2.2. By [3, Proposition 2.5], X ǫ g,n,β admits a relative perfect obstruction theory
relative to the moduli space D g,n,β parameterizing only (C; q 1 , . . . , q n ; L), in which π : C → X ǫ g,n,β is the universal curve and L the universal line bundle on C. One hopes to define a homomorphism
via the derivatives of the superpotential that descends to a cosection σ :
whose fiber is zero exactly over Z The relative perfect obstruction theory E • can be modified to yield a relative perfect obstruction theory for X ǫ,ct g,n,β . Namely, we set 
Namely, the fiber over a point (C; q 1 , . . . , q n ; ( x, p)) ∈ X ǫ,ct g,n,β is the homomorphism
A straightforward application of Serre duality checks that this indeed lands in C. Furthermore, one can check that it descends to a cosection-that is, a homomorphism
out of the absolute obstruction sheaf. The degeneracy locus of σ (the locus of points in X ǫ,ct g,nβ over which the fiber of σ is the zero homomorphism) is precisely Z ǫ g,n,β ⊂ X ǫ,ct g,n,β , and the cosection technique outputs a virtual cycle supported on this locus.
From this discussion, it is straightforward to compute the virtual dimension of each component Z ǫ g, m,β . In particular, we have
Remark 2.6. In genus zero, the definition of the virtual cycle simplifies substantially. Indeed, the condition that w i |d implies that deg(|L
. Thus, the cosection is identically zero, so the cosection-localized virtual class is the usual virtual class of Z ǫ 0,n,β = X ǫ 0,n,β defined by way of the perfect obstruction theory
• is simply a vector bundle over a smooth space, so we have
Recall that the psi classes are defined by
. . , n, where L i is the line bundle whose fiber over a moduli point is the cotangent line to the coarse curve |C| at q i .
We are now ready to define correlators in the GLSM, following [21] :
Definition 2.7. Given φ 1 , . . . , φ n ∈ H and nonnegative integers a 1 , . . . , a n , the associated genus-g, degree-β, ǫ-stable GLSM correlator is defined as
Recall that in replacing the compact-type state space H ct by H, it was necessary to choose lifts of elements of H ct under the map η : H → H ct . Now that we have defined correlators, we can verify that they are in fact independent of this choice:
for any i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
Proof. By the definition of the Thom isomorphism, the composition of η with the natural restriction map H *
Since ker(η) ⊂ ker(ρ), it suffices to prove the claim for φ ∈ ker(ρ). Without loss of generality, let i = 1. Define a new moduli space X ǫ,ct−1 g,n,β ⊂ X ǫ g,n,β as the subspace where
To see this, note that both X ǫ,ct−1 g,n,β and X ǫ,ct g,n,β are cones over Z ǫ g,n,β , and that it suffices to show that their fibers agree over each geometric point (C, q 1 , . . . , q n , L, p). Consider the restriction map
. By the stability condition in the definition Z ǫ g,n,β , there exists a linear combination of the sections p j that is not identically zero on any component of C, and that does not vanish at any of the markings q 1 , . . . , q n . Thus, there is an effective divisor Σ ⊂ C supported away from q 1 , . . . , q n such that L ⊗d ∼ = ω C,log (−Σ), so we can consider
Moreover, by the definition of X ǫ,ct−1 g,n,β , the section s vanishes at q 2 , . . . , q n , so in fact, (12) is zero, and since it is a map to a one-dimensional vector space, we conclude that (12) also vanishes.
While X ǫ,ct−1 g,n,β = X ǫ,ct g,n,β , the two moduli space have different natural perfect obstruction theories. The natural perfect obstruction theory of X ǫ,ct g,n,β was defined in (10) . In complete analogy,
is the natural perfect obstruction theory for X ǫ,ct−1 g,n,β . Similarly to the discussion in Section 2.4, and using the vanishing of (12), we can define a cosection
using the derivatives of the superpotential. In order to compare the cosection-localized virtual cycles on X ǫ,ct g,n,β defined by σ and σ ′ , we use the fiber diagram
The short exact sequence
Since E
• ct and E
• ct−1 are relative to the same base D g,n,β , there is an analogous distinguished triangle connecting the absolute perfect obstruction theories. By construction, σ ′ is a lift of the cosection σ on X ǫ,ct g,n,β . So, by the virtual pullback property of cosection-localized virtual classes [2, Theorem 2.6], we have
vir σ ′ denote the respective cosection-localized virtual classes. In the second step, we have used that for the closed embedding ι, the virtual pullback is the same as the Gysin pullback.
We conclude, then, that for φ ∈ ker(ρ), which has e(T IX/IZ )φ = 0, we have 
2.5.
The J-function. The small J-function for ǫ-stable quasimap theory was defined by Ciocan-Fontanine and Kim in [11] using localization on a graph space, generalizing the original definition in Gromov-Witten theory due to Givental [22, 23, 24] and the interpretation in terms of contraction maps due to Bertram [1] . The appopriate modifications for LandauGinzburg theory, which we recall below, were carried out by Ross and the third author in [33] .
Let GZ ǫ 0,1,β denote a "graph space" version of the moduli space Z ǫ 0,1,β , which parameterizes the same objects as Z ǫ 0,1,β together with the additional datum of a degree-1 map C → P 1 , or equivalently, a parameterization of one component of C, and the ampleness condition (7) is not required on the parameterized component. Note that the compatibility condition (9) implies that the multiplicity at the single marked point must be
in which the symbol a for a rational number a is defined by the requirement that 0 ≤ a < 1 and a ≡ a mod Z.
There is an action of C * on GZ ǫ 0,1,β given by multiplication on the parameterized component
The fixed loci consist of quasimaps for which the marked point and all of the degree β lies either over 0 or over ∞ on C 0 . We denote by F 
Remark 2.11. The prefactor of −z 2 , which does not appear in [11] , comes from two differences between our set-up and theirs. First, we use a one-pointed graph space instead of a zero-pointed graph space (a necessary modification in the Landau-Ginzburg setting, since the marked point carries orbifold structure), which changes the localization contributions by a factor of −z to cancel the contribution of automorphisms moving the unmarked point at ∞. Second, our conventions differ by an overall factor of z; for example, in the case where Y is semi-positive, the J-function of [11] is of the form 1 + O(z −1 ), whereas ours is of the form 1z + O(z 0 ).
Using Remark 2.6 and the discussion above, we can make the J-function more explicit. In particular, when β > 1/ǫ, we have
where the denominator should be understood as a geometric series in ψ 1 . The terms of J ǫ with β ≤ 1/ǫ are referred to as unstable terms, and can be computed explicitly as described in
Step 5 of the proof of [33, Lemma 2.1].
Taking ǫ → 0+ (that is, requiring the stability condition (7) for all ǫ > 0), every term of the J-function becomes unstable, so one obtains a generating function that can be computed exactly. The result is known as the I-function I(q, z) := J 0+ (q, z), and can be calculated explicitly, as was carried out for hypersurfaces in [33] . Truncating I(q, z) to powers of q less than or equal to 1/β, more generally, yields an explicit expression for the unstable part of J ǫ for any ǫ. We denote by
the part of the J-function with non-negative powers of z, which has contributions only from the unstable terms, and we let µ
This series, which is sometimes called the "mirrror transformation", plays a particularly important role in the wall-crossing formula. We occasionally require a generalization of J ǫ (q, z) in which descendent insertions are allowed. This is defined, for
,β is defined as the fixed locus in which all but the last marked point and all of the degree are concentrated over 0 ∈ C 0 , while the last point marked lies at ∞ ∈ C 0 . The small J-function is recovered by setting t = 0.
Statement of results
Ciocan-Fontanine and Kim conjectured wall-crossing formulas for stable quasimap invariants in [11, 14] , and they have proven these conjectures in many cases; in [13] , they prove a wall-crossing theorem in all genus for any projective complete intersection. In this section, we review Ciocan-Fontanine-Kim's conjecture in the Landau-Ginzburg context, and we state our main theorem in precise form.
3.1. Wall-crossing for J-functions. In genus zero, the wall-crossing conjecture states that the function J ǫ (q, z) lies on the Lagrangian cone defined by the ∞-stable hybrid theorythat is, there exists
The t in this equation can be determined explicitly from the fact that
This statement was proved in the hypersurface case by Ross and the third author [33] , and their proof can be adapted to the hybrid setting; see [18] . Let β = (β 1 , . . . , β k ) be a tuple of nonnegative integers. Let m i :=
for all i, and let m = (m 1 , . . . , m k ). Then there is a morphism
, let C be the partial coarsening of C obtained by forgetting the last k marked points and their orbifold structure. The bundle
has multiplicity zero at each of the last k marked points, and hence it is pulled back from a bundle L on C. For j = 1, . . . , N, let
assuming the latter is stable. It is possible, however, that C contains rational tails-that is, genus-zero components with a single special point-on which (15) deg
and which thus violate the ampleness condition (7). To define b β , we contract such a component and replace it with a basepoint of order equal to the left-hand side of (15) at the point where the component was attached, as formalized below. This may create a new rational tail, so we repeat the process inductively until stability is achieved.
The definition of the morphism
β , which contracts unstable rational tails and replaces them with basepoints, is similar. Namely, suppose that (C; q 1 , . . . , q n ; L; p) ∈ Z ∞ g,n,β , where C has a rational tail C 0 and
Let C be obtained from C \ C 0 by forgetting the orbifold structure at the point q where C 0 meets the rest of C. Then the line bundle
has multiplicity zero at q, so as above, it is pulled back from a bundle L on C. For j = 1, . . . , N, we let
be obtained from the restriction of p j to C \ C 0 . We then set p = ( p 1 , . . . , p N ) and let
assuming the latter is stable. If not, we iterate the procedure until we reach an ǫ-stable Landau-Ginzburg quasimap. By a slight abuse of notation, we extend ev * i to H[ψ i ] by linearity in ψ i , and similarly, we allow b β * and c * to operate linearly in q. Equipped with these definitions, we can state our main theorem in precise form.
Theorem 3.1. Fix g ≥ 0, n ≥ 1, and a tuple of insertions α 1 , . . . , α n ∈ H. Then
(Note that, by the definition of µ ǫ β (z), the expression inside c * (· · · ) is supported on the substack of Z ∞ g,n+k,β 0 on which the multiplicity at the marked point q n+i is
, so the morphism b β is well-defined.) 3.3. Twisted theory. In order to prove Theorem 3.1, we must introduce a twist of the virtual class by a certain equivariant Euler class.
Denoting the universal curve over Z ǫ g,n,β again by π : C → Z ǫ g,n,β and the universal line bundle on C by L, we let C * act trivially on Z ǫ g,n,β . We denote the equivariant parameter by λ, and to distinguish this action from the one on the graph space considered above, we write C * as C * λ . Furthermore, we denote by C (λ) a nonequivariantly trivial line bundle with a C * -action of weight 1.
Using this, we can define a twisted J-function by
where C * z denotes the C * -action on the graph space. From here, we define a twisted mirror transformation by
The twisted version of Theorem 3.1 is the following:
, and a tuple of insertions α 1 , . . . , α n ∈ H. Then
In fact, the twisted wall-crossing theorem implies the untwisted one:
Lemma 3.3. Theorem 3.2 implies Theorem 3.1.
Proof. The proof is identical to Lemma 2.10 of [17] : one recovers the untwisted theorem from the twisted one by taking the top power of λ on both sides.
3.4.
Wall-crossing for dual graphs. In contrast to the quasimap wall-crossing of [17] , the proof of Theorem 3.2 requires an induction on topological types, and for this, we must introduce one further refinement of the wall-crossing statement. Let Γ be a pre-stable dual graph-that is, a set of vertices, edges, and numbered legs-for which each vertex v is decorated with a genus g(v) ≥ 0 and a degree β(v) ≥ 0, and each half-edge h (including the legs) is decorated with a multiplicity m(h) ∈ {0,
}. We assume that for each edge e, the multiplicities at the two half-edges h and h ′ satisfy
and for each vertex v, the multiplicities at the set H(v) of incident half-edges satisfy
Denote by m(v) the tuple {m(h)} h∈H(v) . In addition, we equip Γ with a number of further decorations. Namely, let to each of them. Similarly to the recursive structure of the boundary of the moduli space of curves, for any stable (Γ, v • , n ′ ) and any stability parameter ǫ, we construct an explicit fiber product Z ǫ Γ and a morphism
that is a finite cover of the closure of the locus of ǫ-stable Landau-Ginzburg quasimaps with decorated dual graph Γ n ′ . Here, denoting by V (Γ), E(Γ), and L(Γ) the vertex, edge and leg sets, respectively, we have
Explicitly, Z ǫ Γ is the fiber product of the moduli spaces
|E(V )| via the evaluation maps at the half-edges. The degree of ι Γ onto its image is given by
, where the product is over all half-edges. Note that Z ǫ Γ depends on the choice of n ′ , although we suppress it from the notation.
There is also another description of Z 
we can easily define a virtual cycle for Z vir σ by virtual pullback along ι Γ . Alternatively, we can define a relative perfect obstruction theory similarly to (10) , except that we now utilize the universal curve over X ǫ,ct Γ and the base of the obstruction theory is D Γ . Similarly to Section 3.3, we can define a twisted virtual cycle by
where for any v ∈ V (Γ), π v denotes the component of the universal curve corresponding to v. Our goal, now, is to state a wall-crossing theorem for each choice of decorated dual graph. We require a bit of notation. First, for each l ≥ 0, let Γ + l be the graph obtained from Γ by adding l additional legs of multiplicity 1 d to the vertex v • , and let
be the morphism that forgets these additional legs.
The insertions at these l additional legs in the wall-crossing theorem are expressed in terms of a universal series
where the ground ring is R := H(λ)
which is immediate from the definition in Section 4.4. For each i ∈ {1, . . . , l}, let
⊂ IZ be the evaluation map at the ith of the l additional markings on v • , which by construction maps to the multiplicity- 
where L(v) denotes the leg set of v, ev v,a denote the evaluation maps at the corresponding marked points, b β and c are defined analogously to Section 3.2, and Γ K, β is the graph obtained from Γ by modifying each vertex v to have degree β v 0 and k v additional legs. Remark 3.5. Although we leave the multiplicities at the k v additional legs of each vertex unspecified, the expression on the right-hand side is in fact supported on the locus where the multiplicities are
This statement implies the twisted, and hence the untwisted, wall-crossing of the previous subsection: Lemma 3.6. Theorem 3.4 implies Theorem 3.2.
Proof. Take Γ to be a graph with a single vertex v, and the additional decorations to be
. The resulting equality depends on the parameter y, but setting y = 0 and applying (20) , we see that only the l = 0 term contributes. This term is precisely the statement of Theorem 3.2.
Twisted graph space
The proof of Theorem 3.4 is by C * -localization on a "twisted graph space". This space, which is closely related to the space of mixed-spin p-fields considered by Chang-Li-Li-Liu [5, 6] , was introduced in our previous work [17] in the geometric phase of the GLSM. We adapt the definition to the Landau-Ginzburg phase in this section and derive the properties we require for the proof of Theorem 3.4.
4.1. Definition of the twisted graph space. In the language of the GLSM, the twisted graph space PX ǫ g,n,β,δ consists of Landau-Ginzburg quasimaps to the GIT quotient
in which the action of (
and the rational character θ :
for the negative character θ used to define X. The superpotential is extended trivially to the new factors, and the R-charge acts with weight 1 on the p-coordinates, weight −1 on z 1 , and weight 0 on all other coordinates. More concretely,
}, where (C; q 1 , . . . , q n ) is an n-pointed prestable orbifold curve of genus g with nontrivial isotropy only at special points, L 1 and L 2 are orbifold line bundles with
We require this data to satisfy the following conditions:
• Representability: For every q ∈ C with isotropy group G q , the homomorphism G q → C * giving the action of the isotropy group on the bundle L 1 is injective.
• Nondegeneracy: The sections z 1 and z 2 never simultaneously vanish. Furthermore, for each point q of C at which z 2 (q) = 0, we have
and for each point q of C at which z 2 (q) = 0, we have
(We note that this can be phrased, as in [12, Section 2.1], as a length condition bounding the order of contact of ( x, p, z) with the unstable locus of PX.) • Stability: The Q-line bundles be the locus on which x 1 (q k ) = · · · = x M (q k ) = 0 for each marked point q k . Then there is a relative perfect obstruction theory
The derivatives of the superpotential once again define a homomorphism out of the relative obstruction sheaf, which descends to a cosection σ : Ob PX 
1 This is not exactly the standard definition of the perfect obstruction theory of a GLSM moduli space, which in this case would be relative to a moduli space parameterizing (C; q 1 , . . . , q n ; L 1 , L 2 ). However, by the Euler sequence, the resulting (cosection-localized) virtual cycles agree. denote the universal section over the universal curve π : C → PZ ǫ g,n,β,δ . If ∆ i ⊂ C denotes the divisor corresponding to the ith marked point, then
since ω π,log | ∆ i is trivial. Thus, restricting ς| ∆ i to a fiber gives an element of IPZ, and we obtain an evaluation map ev i : PZ ǫ g,n,β,δ → IPZ that sends PZ ǫ g, m,β,δ to the twisted sector indexed by e 2πim i ∈ Z d . Analogously to the definition of the compact-type state space in Section 2.1, the insertions for the twisted graph space are drawn from H * CR (PX), which, as a vector space, is isomorphic to H ⊗ H * (P 1 ). As in Section 3.4, one can define substacks of PZ This fiber product imposes the agreement, for each edge e ∈ E( Γ) with half-edges h 1 and h 2 incident to vertices v 1 and v 2 , of the evaluation maps corresponding to h 1 and h 2 . As before, there is a local complete intersection map
which is a finite cover of the closure of the locus in the twisted graph space whose elements have decorated dual graph Γ n ′ , where Γ n ′ is obtained from Γ by adding n ′ (v) additional legs of multiplicity 
C
* -action and fixed loci. There is an action of C * on PX ǫ g,n,β,δ , given by acting on the z 1 -coordinate with weight −1. Let λ be the equivariant parameter, which is defined as the dual of the weight-one respresentation of C * . The fixed loci of this action are indexed by decorated graphs. We denote such a graph by Λ (to avoid confusion with dual graphs Γ) and decorate it as follows:
• Each vertex v has an index j(v) ∈ {0, ∞}, a genus g(v), and a degree β(v) ∈ N.
• Each edge e has a degree δ(e) ∈ N.
• Each half-edge h (including the legs) has a multiplicity m(h) ∈ 0,
• The legs are labeled with the numbers {1, . . . , n}.
By the "valence" of a vertex v, denoted val(v), we mean the total number of incident halfedges, including legs.
The fixed locus in PX ǫ g,n,β,δ indexed by Λ parameterizes Landau-Ginzburg quasimaps for which:
• Each edge e corresponds to a genus-zero component C e on which deg(L 2 ) = δ(e), where z 1 and z 2 each vanish at exactly one point (the "ramification points"), and all of the marked points, all of the nodes, and all of the degree β is concentrated at the ramification points. That is,
so if both ramification points are special points, it follows that deg(P 1 | Ce ) = 0.
• Each vertex v for which j(v) = 0 (with unstable exceptional cases noted below) corresponds to a maximal sub-curve C v of C over which z 1 ≡ 0, and each vertex v for which j(v) = ∞ (again with unstable exceptions) corresponds to a maximal sub-curve over which z 2 ≡ 0. The labels g(v) and β(v) denote the genus of C v and the degree of P 1 | Cv , respectively, and the legs incident to v indicate the marked points on C v .
• A vertex v is unstable if stable Landau-Ginzburg quasimaps of the type described above do not exist. In this case, v corresponds to a single point of the component C e for each adjacent edge e, which may be a node at which C e meets C e ′ , a marked point of C e , or a basepoint on C e of order β(v).
• The index m(l) on a leg l indicates the multiplicity of L 1 at the corresponding marked point.
• A half-edge h incident to a stable vertex v corresponds to a node at which components C e and C v meet, and m(h) indicates the multiplicity of L 1 at the branch of the node on C v . If v is unstable and hence h corresponds to a single point on a component C e , then m(h) is the negative in Q/Z of the multiplicity of L 1 at this point. In particular, we note that the decorations at each stable vertex v yield a tuple
recording the multiplicities of L 1 at every special point of C v . The crucial observation, now, is the following. For a stable vertex v such that j(v) = 0, we have z 1 | Cv ≡ 0, so the stability condition (22) implies that ord q ( p) ≥ 1/ǫ for each q ∈ C v . That is, the restriction of (C; q 1 , . . . , q n ;
On the other hand, for a stable vertex v such that j(v) = ∞, we have z 2 | Cv ≡ 0, so the stability condition (23) implies that ord q ( p) = 0 for each q ∈ C v . Thus, the restriction of (C; q 1 , . . . , q n ; L 1 ; p) to C v defines an element of X ∞ g(v), m(v),β(v) . Finally, for each edge e, the restriction of ( x, p) to C e defines a constant map to X (possibly with an additional basepoint at the ramification point where z 1 = 0). 2 In particular, ι Γ decomposes into a finite (étale) map of degree (25) |Aut
and a closed embedding. Here, H(Λ) is a set of half-edges containing one half-edge for each node of a generic curve in F X Λ . This means that H(Λ) contains all non-leg half-edges at stable vertices and exactly one half-edge at each non-legged valence-two vertex with genus zero and β-degree zero. Notice that the value of gcd(d · m(h), d) does not depend on which half-edge at an unstable vertex is chosen. The C * -action preserves the locus PX ǫ,ct g,n,β,δ ⊂ PX ǫ g,n,β,δ , and we can similarly define F X ct Λ ⊂ F X Λ by the requirement that x 1 (q k ) = · · · = x M (q k ) = 0 whenever q k corresponds to a leg of Λ. The perfect obstruction theory on PX ǫ,ct g,n,β,δ and the cosection σ are both C * -equivariant, so by [2] , each fixed locus admits a cosection-localized virtual class, and the virtual localization formula expresses [PZ ǫ g,n,β,δ ] vir in terms of these contributions. We set
and we denote by [F Z Λ ] vir the pullback of the cosection-localized virtual class on the fixed locus associated to Λ under theétale map.
More generally, one can do all of this on each of the stacks PZ (27) [PZ
.
There is a technical assumption necessary in order to be able to apply this formula: the restriction of the perfect obstruction theory to each fixed locus has to admit a global resolution by a perfect complex. where, for each edge e ∈ E( Γ), T e,1 and T e,2 denote the relative tangent line bundles at the corresponding node of the orbifold curve.
Proof. We have the following commutative diagram, whose right square is cartesian:
By definition, the perfect obstruction theory on PX , respectively, and the virtual normal bundles are defined by the corresponding moving parts. The lemma therefore follows from the fact that, as in the calculation in Section 4.3.3 below, the line bundles T e,1 ⊗ T e,2 are moving.
The goal of the remainder of this subsection is to compute the contributions to (27) vir .) We first concentrate on the virtual normal bundle, identifying its equivariant Euler class with an explicit cohomology class pulled back from F Z Λ . To do so, we apply the normalization exact sequence to express the moving part of the perfect obstruction theory in terms of vertex, edge, and node factors. Then, in Section 4.3.4, we study the fixed part of the perfect obstruction theory and identify the resulting cosection-localized virtual class explicitly.
Vertex contributions.
For a vertex v of Λ, the sections x and p are C * -fixed, so the deformations of these sections, together with the deformations of the curve C v and the line bundle L 1 | Cv , are part of the C * -fixed part of the perfect obstruction theory. The map f is moving, and its contribution to the inverse Euler class of the virtual normal bundle is 1
,
are the normal bundles to the zero and infinity sections, respectively, in the projectived bundle
Edge contributions.
For an edge e, the corresponding factor of F Z Λ is isomorphic to the δ(e)th root stack Z e := δ(e) (Z e , O Ze (−1)) of a component Z e of IZ with respect to the line bundle O Ze (−1). By virtue of its universal property, on δ(e) (Z e , O Ze (−1)) there is a universal δ(e)th root O Ze (−1/δ(e)) of O Ze (−1). With this root, the universal family over Z e takes the form
at least in the case that the multiplicity of the edge is zero. In general, C e has additional orbifold structure at the zero and infinity section; however, since the computations of this section are of cohomological nature, we can ignore this orbifold structure and view C e as above.
Let us make the universal sections and universal map explicit. By the universal property of the projectivized bundle P((P ∨ 1 ⊗ C (λ) ) over C e , there is a line bundle O Ce (1) together with universal sections
such that x (respectively, y) vanishes precisely at the zero section (respectively, at the infinity section) of C e with order one. The universal line bundle P 1 is given by
where [0] is the zero section in the projectivized bundle and β(e) := β(v) if there is a genus zero, valence one vertex v at e, 0 otherwise.
Note that the universal section x gives an isomorphism
The universal map f is given by the sections
Note that
where [∞] denotes the infinity section of C e . It is useful for what follows to introduce the notation
for the relative tangent line classes at the zero and infinity section of Z e . We interpret λ j as an equivariant cohomology class on Z e , where H denotes the hyperplane class.
Equipped with this notation, we turn to the contributions of the edge. First of all, there are contributions from the sections x and p. For these, it is useful to consider both the moving and fixed parts of the obstruction theory, since the total contribution to the localization from these sections is essentially identical to the corresponding contribution to the graph-space localization used to define the J-function. There are two differences between this setting and the J-function, however. First, we must divide the J-function by a factor of z to cancel the contribution −z −1 in the localization on the ordinary graph space and the prefactor of −z 2 ; see Remark 2.11. Second, the tangent space at the zero section of the universal curve of the ordinary graph space has first Chern class z, while in our situation the corresponding Chern class is λ 0 /δ(e). Thus, one sees that z must be replaced in the J-function by λ 0 /δ(e). In all, then, we thus far have a contribution of
Furthermore, there are contributions from deformations of the map f . The vector bundle
has a trivial, C * -fixed factor R 0 π * O. The complement of this factor is moving, and the inverse of its Euler class can be written as .
In the case where there is no basepoint, so β(e) = 0, only the denominator of the above appears. The numerator, on the other hand, can be rewritten as
b=δ(e)−β(e)+1
bλ 0 δ(e) = β(e)−1
Using
we can write
, which is the contribution to the inverse Euler class of the virtual normal bundle coming from the sections z. Together, (28) and (29) yield a contribution of
to the localization. Finally, there are additional contributions from automorphisms of C e . These have nontrivial torus weight only if there is an unmarked ramification point, so the edge e must be incident to an unstable vertex v of valence 1. The contribution from such automorphisms to the inverse Euler class of the virtual normal bundle is the tangent line class at the point corresponding to v, which is λ j(v) δ(e) .
Node contributions.
In the normalization exact sequence for Rπ * f * T P((P ∨ 1 ⊗C (λ) )⊕O)/C , a node corresponding to a vertex v contributes
to the inverse Euler class of the virtual normal bundle. The deformations in D g,n,β smoothing the node also give a contribution of
where T 1 and T 2 denote the tangent lines of the orbifold curve at the two branches of the node, and T 1 and T 2 denote the corresponding tangent lines pulled back from the underlying coarse curve. This inverse makes sense since at least one of the T i (say T 1 ) corresponds to an edge e, so we have
where h is any of the half-edges of e.
Virtual cycle.
We now look at the fixed part of the perfect obstruction theory in more detail, singling out certain nodes where it is possible to split the cosection-localized virtual class. Throughout what follows, Λ denotes a localization graph and Γ the associated dual graph. Let e be a separating edge of Γ such that one connected component of Γ \ e is a tree with only genus-zero vertices. Let Γ g be obtained from the genus-g component of Γ \ e by adding a leg ℓ g where e was attached, and define Γ 0 and ℓ 0 similarly on the genus-zero component. Using Λ, we can naturally associate to Γ g and Γ 0 localization graphs Λ g and Λ 0 . Let F X 
In fact, we have a stronger statement:
Proof. Both fiber products are cones over F Z Λ , and it suffices to show that their fibers over any geometric point agree. A geometric point in F Z Λ corresponds to an orbifold curve
together with a line bundle L and a section
To prove the lemma, we need to show that any section of L ⊗w i vanishes at the node q e corresponding to e for any i ∈ {1, . . . , M}. Repeating the discussion in the proof of Lemma 2.8, we obtain from s ∈ Γ(L ⊗w i ) a section of ω C that vanishes at q e if and only if s also vanishes at q e . From here, the lemma follows from the fact that the only section of the dualizing sheaf on the rational curve C e is the zero section, which vanishes in particular at q e .
Let ∆ be the diagonal map ∆ : IZ → IZ × IZ.
We have a fiber square:
There are cosection-localized virtual cycles [F X [
be the partial normalization of the universal curve at the node q e , and let ∆ ℓg ⊂ C g be the section corresponding to the leg ℓ g . Then the lemma follows from the following facts:
• As observed in Section 4.3.3, the deformations in D g,n,β corresponding to smoothing the node q e are moving.
• The factor in the normalization exact sequence for Rπ * f * T P(P ∨ 1 ⊕O)/C ′′ at the node q e is moving.
To prove the third point, note first that by the normalization exact sequence, Rπ * L ′ i is quasi-isomorphic to the cone over the morphism
where ∆ e is the section of C corresponding to q e and the map is given by the difference of the restriction maps at the node. On the other hand, by concavity, this map equals the composition of the projection to L Combining the second and third bullet points above, we see that the relative perfect obstruction theory for F X ct Λ is quasi-isomorphic to a direct sum over the two factors F X ct Λg and F X ct−1 Λ 0 . Since the cosection clearly also splits in accordance with this direct sum, the lemma follows.
Essentially the same proof shows: Lemma 4.5. Let e be a separating edge as above, let ℓ be any leg of Λ, and define F X ct−1 Λ in the same way as F X ct Λ except that the sections of L ⊗w i are not required to vanish at ℓ. Then, we have
. After detaching edges according to the above lemmas, we are left in some cases with a very simple graph. The following two lemmas compute the cosection-localized virtual classes in the requisite simple cases. Proof. By the discussion of Section 4.3.1, the virtual bundle Rπ * f * T P(P ∨ 1 ⊕O)/C ′′ is completely moving. The other part of the perfect obstruction theory is torus-fixed and gives by definition the cosection-localized virtual class of X ǫ,ct−1 0,n,β .
The last ingredient we need is the following lemma, which shows that certain vertices of Λ can be forgotten: In this situation, the cosection-localized virtual class pulls back under p v : are canonically isomorphic. Finally, using that the factors in the normalization exact sequences for Rπ * f * T P(P ∨ 1 ⊕O)/C ′ and Rπ ′ * f * T P(P ∨ 1 ⊕O)/C ′ corresponding to the restriction to the node, as well as the restriction to the contracted component, are moving, we see that the relative perfect obstruction theory and the homomorphism out of it are pulled back under p v . Since the deformations in D Γ and D Γ ′ corresponding to smoothing the nodes are moving, this completes the proof.
We are now ready to describe the virtual cycle on the fixed locus associated to Λ. We call a vertex v of the dual graph Γ associated to Λ very stable if the corresponding irreducible component is not contracted under the forgetful map PX fiber product F Z Λ . Let
be defined by contracting vertices that are neither very stable nor in T (see Figure 1) , and let
be the diagonal map. With this notation, the virtual cycle on the fixed locus is as follows:
Lemma 4.9.
Proof. Using Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4, we can split off trees of genus-zero components that are connected to the rest of Γ via a single edge. We can then further decompose any such tree into its components (using Lemma 4.5) and, via Lemmas 4.6 and 4.7, identify the virtual class of each of them. Using these operations, we can simplify Γ to a graph Γ ′′ that agrees with Γ ′ except that there may be a chain of genus-zero components where Γ ′ has an edge. The only legs on the vertices in this chain come from trees of genus-zero components of β-degree zero with no marked points, so they have have multiplicity . Thus, by Lemma 4.8, the stable vertices among these can be contracted. Lemma 4.8 does not directly apply to the remaining unstable vertices, since the dual graph that results after their removal no longer corresponds to a localization graph; nevertheless, similar arguments show that the result of the lemma still applies, so these vertices can also be removed. ⊗w i at the marking closest to the next very stable vertex. We also note that the map p introduces another factor (δ(e)) −1 for each edge e in Λ. We also need to take into account factors related to the orbifold structure. From the prefactors of (27), we obtain a factor of gcd 4.4. Equivariant orbifold projective line. If the GIT quotient X is replaced by a single point (so there are no sections x, p), then the twisted graph space reduces to the usual moduli space of stable maps to P 1 . In this section, we summarize explicit computations from [17, Section 4] of related generating series that play a role in the twisted graph space localization to follow.
As in Section 4.2, the C * -fixed loci in M g,n (P 1 , δ) can be indexed by n-legged graphs Γ, where each vertex v is decorated by an index j(v) ∈ {0, ∞} and a genus g(v), and each edge e is decorated by a degree δ(e) ∈ N. Each vertex v corresponds to a maximal sub-curve of genus g(v) contracted to the single point j(v) ∈ P 1 , or, in the unstable case where the vertex has genus zero and valence one or two, to a single point in the source curve. Each edge e corresponds to a noncontracted component, which is necessarily of genus zero, and on which the map to P 1 is of the form [x : y] → [x δ(e) : y δ(e) ] in coordinates. Fix insertions α 1 , . . . , α n ∈ H * C * (P 1 ), and let p : M g,n (P 1 , δ) → M g,n be the forgetful map. Then the localization formula expresses the class
as a sum over contributions from each fixed-point graph Λ. These expressions can be stated more efficiently by considering the generating series
for a Novikov variable y. Let Φ denote the sum of all contributions to (31) from graphs Λ on which there is a vertex v with g(v) = g and j(v) = 0, and such that, after stabilization, the generic curve in the moduli space corresponding to Λ is smooth; the second condition means that there is no tree emanating from v that contains more than one marking. Therefore, emanating from the vertex v on such a graph, there are n (possibly empty) trees on which at least one marking lies and l trees with no marking, for some integer l. It follows that
in which π l : M g,n+l → M g,n denotes the forgetful map, and λ i is the ith Hodge classthat is, the ith Chern class of the Hodge bundle. The series S(α, z) in (32) is the universal generating series of localization contributions of a tree emanating from a vertex v with j(v) = 0 that contains exactly one of the markings and has an insertion of α ∈ H * C * (P 1 ). The series ǫ(z), similarly, is the generating series of localization contributions of a tree containing none of the markings. Clearly, such a tree needs to have degree at least one, so ǫ(z) is a multiple of y.
Let ψ k be the pullback under π l of the class ψ k on M g,n . It is well-known that ψ k differs from ψ k exactly on the boundary divisors of M g,n where the kth marking and some of the last l markings lie on a rational tail. By rewriting the classes ψ 1 , . . . , ψ n in terms of ψ 1 , . . . , ψ n and boundary divisors, and for each summand integrating along the fibers of the map forgetting all markings of the involved boundary divisors, we can rewrite Φ in the form
for modified universal series S(α, z). Surprisingly, the series S(α, z) is easier to compute than S(α, z). In fact, it is closely related to the R-matrix for the equivariant GromovWitten theory of P 1 . For the proof of Theorem 3.1, what is relevant from this formula is S(α, 0), and we use the following result from [17] . (Note that S is called S 0 in [17] .) Lemma 4.10. We have the identities
in which φ := 1 + 4y λ 2 .
Proof of Theorem 3.1
We now turn to the proof of Theorem 3.4, which, as explained above, implies Theorem 3.1. First, we introduce a bracket notation in order to write Theorem 3.4 in a more economical way:
Here, H is any subset of the half-edges of Γ n ′ , and otherwise the notation is as in Theorem 3. 
where L(Γ) is the leg set of Γ and H ′ stands for the set of the l additional legs. It suffices to prove the theorem without any insertions α h , with the understanding that the only statespace elements that can be pulled back under our evaluation maps and paired with the virtual class are those of compact type.
Proof of Theorem 3.4. First, apply induction on the degree β. When β = 0, the result is trivially true, since ǫ-stable and ∞-stable quasimaps agree in degree zero.
Assume, then, that β > 0 and that the theorem holds for all β ′ < β, and apply induction on the decorated graph (Γ, v • , n ′ ). The partial order on the set of such data used to organize the induction is given by setting
This partial order is illustrated in Figure 2 . In order to be able to apply induction, it is important to note that there is no infinite chain with respect to this partial order. Now, suppose that the theorem holds for all (
For the following discussion, we make a choice N 
where V new denotes the vertices of Γ δ not coming from vertices of Γ. If we define by
with a finite map to a substack of PZ ǫ g,n+n ′ ,β,δ . The proof of the theorem proceeds by computing, via localization, the difference between the expressions
Here,
is the morphism forgetting L 2 , z 1 , and z 2 (and stabilizing if necessary), and
The morphismsb βv andc v are lifts of b βv and c v to the twisted graph space, and Γ δ,K is obtained from Γ δ by setting the β-degree of all vertices to zero and adding k v additional legs of multiplicity The definition of Γ δ is specifically chosen such that only very special localization graphs Λ ′ contribute to (34) and (35) . In particular, each contributing localization graph Λ ′ for (34) is obtained from Γ δ by
• replacing each v ∈ V new by an edge e with δ(e) = 1;
• keeping each vertex v ∈ (V 0 ∪ V ∞ ) \ {v • } the same; , where the first two summands correspond to the cases where v is unstable and the last summand corresponds to the case where v is stable. By the J-function wall-crossing (14) , this contribution is equal to J ǫ,tw q, λ 0 δ(e) q β(v) .
The definition of µ ǫ is exactly chosen such that the local contribution to the localization formula of a vertex v of genus zero and valence one with unique incident edge vanishes if δ(e) ≤ β(v). This means that the contribution to (35) of any fake localization graph Λ ′ that is not an actual localization graph contributing to (34) vanishes. Because of that, from now on we only consider the contribution of actual localization graphs to the difference of (34) and (35) . Fix a localization graph Λ ′ contributing to (34) , and let Γ ′ denote the graph from Section 4.3.5. If Λ ′ has a genus-zero component of positive β-degree that is be contracted under the forgetful map, then the total β-degree of Γ ′ is strictly less than β. It follows that the contribution of Λ ′ to (34) equals its contribution to (35) , by the inductive hypothesis together with an application of the genus-zero wall-crossing theorem [18] and the above application of the J-function wall-crossing. Thus, for the study of the difference of (34) and (35), we can from now on assume that the localization graphs have no genus-zero, valence-one vertex of positive β-degree.
In order to better package the localization formula for the remaining graphs, we form a generating series depending on a variable y that keeps track of the degree δ. First, note that the local contribution of any such tree to the localization formulas for (34) or (35) are evidently identical. Then, let S λ 0 (ϕ j , z) be the generating series keeping track of the contribution to the localization formula for (34) (or (35) ) of all trees of the second type attached to v ′ • and with insertion ϕ j at the leg, and let ǫ λ 0 (z) be the similar generating series corresponding to trees of the third type attached to v ′ • . We note that S λ 0 (ϕ j , z) agrees with S(ϕ j , z) from Section 4.4 except for the substitution λ → λ 0 , and the relation between ǫ and ǫ λ 0 is the same. It is not necessary to define generating series for the trees that are not attached to v , where H and H ′ to denote the set of half-edges at v ′ • or the l additional half-edges, respectively, and U h (ψ) stands for the localization contribution of the (possibly empty) tree at h. The above formula differs from the correct formula by an invertible factor from the localization contribution of trees that are not attached to v ′ • .
3 Because β > 0 and using the above assumption on Γ ′ , such a vertex exists. We make a uniform choice for all Λ ′ corresponding to the same Γ ′ .
both vanish. Here, abusing notation somewhat, we denote by ev H l the evaluation map at all of the l additional markings and by ψ H l the corresponding collection of ψ-classes.
To start the induction, notice that for i ≪ 0, the ǫ i -part of the localization contribution of Γ has dimension greater than the dimension of each component of Z ǫ Γ , so this contribution vanishes. Suppose, then, that (37) vanishes whenever i < i 0 . Consider the part of the contribution of Γ in dimension (39) vdim(Z ǫ Γ ) − i 0 . The part in this dimension only involves ǫ i for i ≤ i 0 . Moreover, all of its terms ǫ i for i < i 0 are obtained from (38) by multiplication by a cohomology class, and hence they vanish by the inductive hypothesis. Thus, the part of the localization contribution of dimension (39) equals ( S(ϕ 0 , 0))
The key observation, then, is that by Lemma 4.10, this contribution changes by a factor of Since (40) has infinitely many negative powers when expanded as a Laurent series in λ, this is only possible if the contribution at hand is identically zero. This completes the proof that the ǫ i 0 -part of the contribution of Γ to the difference between (34) and (35) 
